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ABSTRACT

The multiagent software research program envisaged putting multiagent abstractions and methodologies at the heart of designing intelligent distributed applications. In particular, with the aim of enabling flexible interactions between agents, it emphasized modeling communication meaning. After three decades of work, the program can claim little broad impact. Has the program been a failure?

We think the program has seen remarkable successes, the biggest being the recent work on information protocols, which finally makes it possible to realize the promise of modeling meaning. In this paper, in support of our claim, we set out how information protocols advance the cause of meaning. We then argue that these advances strike against conventional systems wisdom, including in fields such as networks, distributed systems, and programming languages. Finally, we lay out an ambitious research agenda that puts multiagent abstractions at the heart of systems research. Now is a good time to double down on MAS software research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Multi-agent systems: Distributed programming languages; • Networks → Layering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Historically, a central research program in multiagent systems (MAS) has had to do with general-purpose software that enables building intelligent distributed systems [24, 49]. It was motivated by the idea that multiagent software would capture autonomy—flexible, decentralized decision making—in a way that conventional software approaches could not [28, 31]. With decentralization in mind, the MAS software program focused on themes that emphasized modeling interactions between agents. These themes informed multiagent software engineering methodologies and inspired work on MAS platforms and programming models.

Today, the fate of multiagent software research hangs in the balance. Decades of work has had little recognizable impact. In particular, there appears to be a chasm between MAS abstractions and software practice, even though the kinds of applications and paradigms that were envisaged to benefit from MAS, e.g., the IoT, microservices, electronic business engagements, and so on, have proliferated.

Has the multiagent software program been a failure?

No—we think the program can boast notable successes. Like many research strands in AI, the MAS software program began with ambitious, open-ended questions. Progress has naturally been uneven and for sure there have been notable bumps (among them the idea of agent communication languages). However, in the last ten years or so, we think the ambition has paid off spectacularly via fundamental advances on the all-important question of communication meaning [40], which is the key to flexible, decentralized decision making. At the heart of these advances lies Singh’s breakthrough of modeling MAS via declarative information protocols [41–43]. Before Singh came up with information protocols, there existed no general-purpose, operational abstraction for modeling decentralized systems [11]. We can now claim multiagent abstractions to be foundational to engineering distributed applications.

In this paper, we elaborate on our claims above, focusing on how information protocols make communication meaning practical and how that impacts research in important and well-established systems fields such as programming languages, networks, and distributed systems. Looking toward the future, we propose the idea of a multiagent operating system (MOS). A MOS facilitates an agent’s participation in decentralized applications on the basis of communication meaning. Like any OS, a MOS abstracts over lower-level resources and services with the twin aims of making programming convenient and supporting monitoring and execution. We sketch out an ambitious research agenda—in terms of the programming abstractions and services a MOS could provide—that would put multiagent systems at the heart of systems research.

2 ADVANCES IN COMMUNICATION MEANING

Autonomy implies the ability of agents to interact flexibly with other agents. Recognizing this, early MAS software research focused on abstractions that enable flexible interactions. A prevailing
idea from AI was that if agents understood the meaning of their interactions, then they could interact flexibly. Early work on meaning in agent communication languages was influenced by a conception of speech acts that emphasized the mental states of the interacting agents [21, 22]. However, as Singh pointed out, an agent’s mental state being unverifiable, such approaches were not conducive to building open MAS [40]. Singh instead proposed specifying protocols based on social commitments between agents. This led to a body work on protocols [1, 23, 35, 51, 52], whose significant consequence was to emphasize declarative representations in terms of social abstractions such as commitments, but more generally, in terms of norms [5]. In general, this body of work employed logic program-style representations such as the event calculus [33] and causal logic [25].

However, a thorny operational challenge remained: How can agents in a MAS enact protocols in a decentralized manner—via asynchronous messaging, without relying on centralized state or coordination? Traditional representations of protocols, e.g., state machines, specified constraints on message ordering via control flow abstractions. Underlying such representations were some operational intuitions about when communication events may occur. For example, it seems reasonable to model that a Receipt may only occur after Payment and that Accept and Reject (of an Offer) are mutually exclusive. Commitments didn’t capture such operational intuitions. However, the problem with traditional representations is that only highly regimented protocols could be faithfully implemented in decentralized settings [3, 6, 7]. For example, one might imagine that is there nothing fundamentally wrong about Payment by B (buyer) and Delivery by S (seller) happening concurrently; however, control flow-based approaches reject a protocol that entertains such concurrency as ill-formed [11, 19]. In a nutshell, while there was a need for an operational layer to underpin commitments, the traditional approaches were unsuitable.

To address this challenge, Singh invented declarative information protocols. Information protocols eschew the specification of message ordering in favor of specifying information causality. Specifically, an agent can send any message as long as the information dependencies specified in the message’s schema are satisfied by the agent’s information state (its history of interactions).

**Listing 1: An information protocol.**

```plaintext
Flexible Purchase
role B, S
parameter out ID key, out item, out del, out paid

B => S: Request [out ID, out item]
S => B: Delivery [in ID, in item, out del]
B => S: Payment [in ID, in item, out paid]
```

For example, by Listing 1, S can send an instance of Delivery if it already knows the bindings for ID and item from prior interactions (both adorned “in”); it can generate any binding for del (adorned “out”). This protocol supports concurrent Payment and Delivery: once B has sent a Request, it can send the corresponding Payment and once S has received Request, it can send the corresponding Delivery. Specifying causality explicitly as described above means messages can be received in any order. This truly liberates decision making. For example, even though B can emit Payment only after emitting Request, S can receive Payment first. Further, whenever S receives Payment, regardless of whether it has received Request, S may emit Delivery (because its information dependencies would be satisfied). Further, retransmissions of messages by agents and receptions of duplicates are harmless because, information-wise, they are idempotent [42]. Thus information protocols can be flexibly enacted over unordered, lossy communication services.

**Listing 2: A commitment specification.**

```plaintext
commitment PurchaseCom B to S
create Request
detach Delivery within 1 day
discharge Payment within 1 day
```

By enacting flexible information protocols, agents compute base-level communication events, e.g., Payment and Delivery, which may be thought of as the atoms of meaning. Higher-level meaning can be layered on top. Listing 2 shows a commitment, specified in Cupid [12], that refers to the communication events from the protocol in Listing 1; B and S compute commitment events (e.g., discharged or violated) locally based on the base events they have observed.

### 3 AGAINST CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS WISDOM

MAS advances in meaning challenge the conventional wisdom in systems research, which emphasizes fixed message ordering and fault tolerance in communication services regardless of application requirements. E.g., TCP (the de facto transport service for Internet applications) [48] and message queues (the holy cow of business messaging) [2] both guarantee reliable, FIFO-ordered communication. Underlying such communication services is a mindset that ties programming convenience with synchrony achieved by enforcing a global ordering of the events the communications represent. However, the end-to-end argument [36] anticipated decades ago that (1) in providing complex guarantees communication services limit application-level decision making and hit performance; and (2) programming based on communication meaning (“application semantics”) was the way to avoid these problems. For example, a FIFO service will not deliver Payment to S before it has delivered Request, which means that the possibility of S emitting Delivery upon the receipt of just Payment is ruled out. In essence, the FIFO service expends resources to implement synchronization thought to be needed by the application but in reality interferes with the application. In general, delaying the delivery of a message (to the application) pending the delivery of another is a deeply flawed idea.

Interestingly, the question of meaning was hotly debated in the systems community [10]. However, meaning-based representations of applications have remained elusive to systems researchers. As Internet pioneer Clark [17] makes clear (after noting that TCP was not ideal from the point of view of meaning): “The alternative (to TCP) is to push to the app the implementation of the desired semantics (over UDP)… but then the (app) designer is implementing the protocol… and we don’t know how to do that.” Meaning is no less than the holy grail of distributed systems. However, where systems research has given up, MAS research has excelled. Figure 1 captures the potentially transformative effect of MAS advances in meaning.

MAS advances in meaning challenge the conventional wisdom in work on communication-oriented abstractions in programming languages, which remains beset by a deep-seated, synchronous
mindset reflected in the idea that sends and receives of messages must interlock as in a zipper. It is for this reason that Erlang [4] and Go [18], both popular as languages suited to programming distributed systems, assume FIFO communication between processes. Moreover, both languages enable application programmers to enforce arbitrary message reception orders by selectively receiving messages. The effect of selective reception is to potentially delay the reception of messages, which, as we argued before, is a flawed idea. The correct approach would be to make message receptions transparent to and decoupled from the application logic. Information protocols support such an approach by letting agents receive messages in any order.

The problem of structuring concurrent, distributed programs has inspired a vast body of work on languages for specifying interaction protocols and programming models based on them, best exemplified by the session types approach [26]. However, these approaches specify a protocol in terms of global message orders, which makes them unsuited to flexible decision making [11].

![Figure 1: The typical network stack offers message ordering and reliability guarantees via complex transport and middleware layers but ignores applications. In doing so, it interferes with applications and introduces inefficiencies. MAS approaches can fix these problems by modeling communication meaning.](image)

4 RESEARCH AGENDA

The layers lost in moving from the stack of Figure 1a to that of Figure 1b provided abstractions and services that supported the engineering and execution of distributed applications. What replaces those layers in Figure 1b? Building upon the recent advances in meaning, we propose the idea of a multiagent operating system (MOS) as a platform for developing, running, and monitoring MAS specified in terms of meaning. Conceptually, a MOS sits within the agent (Figure 2, a blowup of Figure 1b); it abstracts away the network (which may be unordered and unreliable) and maintains the agent’s local state (its information state and the states of its commitments, norms, and so on); and it provides a high-level, meaning-oriented interface for plugging in the agent’s internal decision making. Below, we elaborate on important research themes and questions.

4.1 Programming Models

What kind of programming model enables flexible decision making?

From the perspective of other agents in a MAS, an agent’s communications are its decisions. Meaning specifications collectively define the decisions an agent can legally make in any local state. Since the MOS tracks the local state, it knows the available decisions. The challenge is to come up with a MOS-supported decision API that enables driving decisions based on arbitrary internal business logic. For example, a buyer agent’s business logic may be that from all the available Payment decisions, it makes those that it is committed to make. In view of this, the programming model should natively support norm-based decision making. It should be expressive (it must not rule out reasonable patterns of business logic) and it should be convenient and natural to the programmer. Further, the programming model must not only guarantee correct communications, it should also make it virtually impossible to write incorrect business logic. Mandrake [13] and Kiko [16] represent preliminary work in this direction.

The programming model could be extended to business contracts, which domains such as finance are interested in from the point of view of automating trades. The advances in meaning promise a more suitable foundation for business contracts than blockchain and smart contracts [46].

Although the information protocol approach is more expressive than protocol languages based on control flow, from the perspective of meaning, it is at the level of assembly language, which means getting complex, flexible protocols right can be difficult. High-level languages from which information protocols can be generated, as exemplified by Clouseau [45], would be valuable. Naturally, a novel language would motivate novel programming models based on the constructs in the language.

4.2 Fault Tolerance

Faults are application-level phenomena tied to meaning and therefore agents must be programmed for fault tolerance. Today though, based on the thinking that faults should be transparent to application programmers, we generally lack programming model support for fault tolerance. What are some common classes of faults and how can the MOS support fault tolerance?

Faults could be characterized as the violation of communication expectations [14]. At the information protocol level, a fault could be missing or inconsistent information. At higher levels of meaning, a fault could be the expiry or violation of a norm. An idea worth exploring is extending the adapter with standardized fault handling protocols, e.g., for forwarding messages, for exercising accountability (in case of norm violations), and so on. Mandrake supports novel application-level fault tolerance mechanisms.
Is the traditional fault tolerance work relevant for multiagent systems? Fault tolerance in current distributed computing is dominated by an overarching concern: how to make a service both highly available and highly consistent in the presence of faults [8]. The solutions are centered on service replication and vary on how they tradeoff consistency and availability. It is not clear how the traditional work applies in a multiagent setting since a MAS is not a service but a decentralized system of agents who could be thought of as providing services. Perhaps then the traditional work could be applied toward replicating agents. We think a better bet is to take inspiration from real-world organizations, as MAS research has traditionally done, e.g., as in [27]. Specifically, a highly available agent could itself be an organization with an internal structure populated by agents who act on its behalf when dealing with external agents. The internal structure would support an agent taking over from a “failed” agent via organizational patterns such as delegation, escalation, and so on [32, 34, 47].

4.3 Performance
What innovations in MOS architecture, hardware support, algorithms, encodings, and so on, result in high performance agents and MAS?
Performance has traditionally been a neglected area in MAS programming work. Ideally, we want programming models that not only simplify programming but also offer adequately high performance and scalability. The activity concerns identifying performance bottlenecks and optimizations and tradeoffs suitable for certain classes of applications. For example, to save on storage and querying costs, information about “old” interactions could be moved to archival storage [15]. The tradeoff, of course, is that retrieving information from archive would be costly. Such a tradeoff might be worthwhile if retrievals were rare occurrences. To give another example, since message order does not matter, multiple messages could be packed in a network packet, thus saving on packet headers. Moreover, the size of messages themselves can be reduced based on what information the recipient is known to know [14].

A novel direction would be to explore performance in the context of specialized hardware, as with IoT applications, where storage, communication, computing, and power are highly constrained. Another idea would be to explore the use of specialized hardware adapted to the operation of MOS.

4.4 Native Language Support and Concurrency
How should communication and concurrency be supported in programming languages? Any communication between agents should be based on a protocol. Erlang and Go, even though they promote messaging-based coordination, do not support protocols. We believe this is the reason why messaging-based coordination remains just as difficult, if not more, than shared memory approaches [50]. Information protocols could be integrated into such languages through libraries (as Mandrake and Kiko do), but first-class information protocol support would likely replace the concepts of threads and processes with agents that communicate exclusively according to protocols through a MOS.

If a programming language supported the meaning-based programming model described in Section 4.1, then a language primitive for message reception (available both in Erlang and Go) becomes unnecessary, leading to simplicity and less buggy applications. This would be a major step forward in distributed systems programming. In fact, just as GOTO statements were considered harmful for undermining static analysis of programs and replaced by structured programming [20], receive statements should be considered harmful and replaced by agents structured as decision makers acting on information and meaning. We think the latter far better represents the ideal of structured concurrent programming.

4.5 Computer Networks
IoT applications require asynchronous communications [38, 44]. Applications that must operate with intermittent connectivity have motivated the idea of delay-tolerant networking [9]. Current network stacks are generally ill-suited to such applications. More mundanely, recognizing the limitations of TCP’s single network interface-single stream model, enhancements such as multipath TCP [29] and QUIC [30] have been proposed. Since the MOS obviates significant parts of current network stacks, including TCP (as Figure 1 highlights), and supports storage-backed, asynchronous communication, there is a broad opportunity for revisiting significant problems and solutions studied by the networking community and coming up with novel MOS-supported solutions.

In particular, TCP plays an integral role in congestion control, which is vital to the performance of the Internet [48]. How would a MOS support congestion control and other network-level performance concerns? The MOS offers an opportunity for reclaiming congestion control from infrastructure based on the use of application-level knowledge to manage information flows. For instance, an agent could prioritize certain actions, send explicit backoff messages, or implement pull-based active requests instead. Instead of using a default implementation that would eventually fossilize and become a layer in the geologic column of architecture (like TCP), the decisions would all be handled as first-class, application-level decisions. Common algorithms for making the decisions, such as LEDBAT (used for BitTorrent over UDP) [37], could be loaded from a library to reduce developer effort without reducing flexibility.

Will we require any additional layers in the stack of Figure 1b? For example, we may need a layer between the Internet and the MOS to handle large messages—to break them down into pieces small enough for transmission over the Internet and then reassemble those pieces into messages. In keeping with the end-to-end principle, for performance reasons, such a layer may even support reliability via retransmissions of the pieces. However, unlike TCP, it need not support FIFO delivery and hence it would be simpler.

5 CONCLUSION
The field of MAS software aspired to address distributed systems in a fundamental manner. MAS research rightly saw communication meaning (a problem Shannon appeared to have thought about [39]) as central to realizing this aspiration. Our message is that the work on information protocols means that MAS research can today claim to have laid the conceptual foundations for addressing the problem of communication meaning. And in that claim lies the potential to transform systems research broadly conceived, to not just give it a multiagent flavor, but a multiagent foundation.
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